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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to benchmark several different radon monitors, by
quantifying their accuracy and response time. Radon monitors with different
characteristics were tested in a purpose-built radon chamber under reference
conditions. The radon concentration in the chamber was controlled and
maintained at a stable radon concentration of (2648±85) Bqm−3 to evaluate
the accuracy and precision of these monitors. The response time of the
monitors was analysed for two time intervals. To assess the response time of
the monitors, radon concentration was varied from a theoretical value of
0–6441 Bq m−3 and then from 6441 to 2648 Bq m−3. The results from this
study show that general purpose radon monitors are less accurate than those
used by radon testing service providers and the research community. All
monitors tested reported a mean radon concentration within the ±10% of the
reference detector value at the radon equilibrium concentration. Different
response time analysis methods were proposed and discussed, and for the
particular time intervals analysed, response time was found to be slower for
those radon monitors intended for general purpose applications.
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1. Introduction

Radon is the second leading cause of lung cancer in the general population after smoking
according to the World Health Organisation (WHO 2009). Inhaling radon has been shown to
cause this disease through the decay of its short lived alpha decay products, such as alpha
emitting 218Po and 214Po, which induce pulmonary cell DNA damage.

Radon comes from the decay chain of uranium (238U), present in the soil and rocks of the
Earth. It is a naturally occurring gas with half-life of 3.8 days, which can permeate through
the soil and release into the atmosphere. Outdoor levels of radon do not pose a health risk
because it is diluted in the atmospheric air. However, if it enters buildings and accumulates,
indoor levels can be significantly higher reaching in average 40 Bq m−3 at global scale
(UNSCEAR 2006) but higher levels at national scale (e.g. 77 Bq m−3 in Ireland, Dowdall
et al 2017).

To regulate indoor radon exposure, a reference level for radon concentration is defined.
This level represents the annual mean radon concentration in a house above which is strongly
recommended to take action to reduce the occupants’ exposure. Different indoor radon
reference levels have been recommended by international organisations. The International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) recommends a reference level for radon gas
in dwellings of 300 Bq m−3, the WHO proposes a reference level of 100 Bq m−3, but also
specifies that if this level cannot be reached in some countries, the chosen reference level
should not exceed 300 Bq m−3. The 2013/59/EURATOM Basic Safety Standards (BSS)
Directive, mandatory since February 2018 for all European Union Member States, outlines
that members should establish national reference levels for indoor radon concentration that
shall not exceed 300 Bq m−3 (ICRP 2009, WHO 2009, Bochicchio 2011, Council of the
European Union 2014).

Measuring radon is essential to control radon levels in any type of building and to do so
there are different radon detectors, active and passive (George 1996, Tunno et al 2017). Long-
term measurements are usually carried out by using passive detectors such as etched track
detectors, which give a time-integrated radon concentration, from which average con-
centration is derived (Espinosa et al 2013). Active radon detectors are typically used to
continuously monitor radon concentration and they are also used for grab sampling.

Most surveys of radon levels in dwellings are carried out using passive detectors. Active
radon monitors are frequently used in radon diagnostic measurements and in some control
programmes (Jilek and Marušiakova 2011, Gunning et al 2016).

There is a wide variety of radon monitors in the market based on various detection
techniques, which have different performance characteristics. Some radon monitors are
marketed to the general public for radon in home testing and some others are marketed
towards the research community and professionals working in radon testing and remediation.
Reference radon values can also be obtained from monitors which are traceable to primary
222Rn gas standards (Espinosa et al 2013). Due to the great diversity of devices available in
the market to measure radon, and their relative ease of use, there is a need to conduct periodic
quality controls to guarantee the accuracy and precision of the provided results. Quality
controls are typically carried out in controlled radon atmosphere chambers. The accuracy and
precision of a monitor are usually evaluated by comparison with the values obtained from a
reference device, with known traceability to 222Rn primary standards. However, it is not
common to evaluate the temporal response of radon monitors, which is a key parameter when
testing in an environment with high fluctuations in concentration.
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The aim of the present work is to benchmark several different radon monitors, looking at
their accuracy and response time. For this purpose, measurements were performed in a radon
chamber which provides a controlled indoor radon environment.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Radon chamber

The radon chamber (figure 1) used for this work is located at the LaRUC (Laboratory of
Environmental Radioactivity, University of Cantabria) in Cantabria, Spain. It is a purpose-
built stainless steel radon chamber with an internal volume of one cubic metre and wall
thickness of 3.25 mm. The top face of the chamber is a lid that can be removed to place
detectors inside. Also, on the top face there are three circular 80 mm diameter openings for
inserting and removing etched track detectors without significant disturbance of the con-
centration inside the chamber.

Radon detectors in the chamber can be exposed to different concentrations by using
several different radon sources, reaching radon concentrations of tens of kBq m−3 after a few
days. The radon atmosphere is controlled by means of the source used each time, emission
rate of the available radon sources ranges from 30 to 1100 Bq h−1, and also by the gas
exchange with the outside air, which is controlled with a pump connected to a valve in the
chamber wall.

Figure 1. Picture of the radon chamber and dimensions.
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The purpose of radon sources is to generate a specific radon concentration in the chamber
and they are made up of dry soil powder with a high radium content enclosed in a cylindrical
plastic container with high radon diffusion. Radon sources used in the study are not traceable,
but the reference detector used to measure radon concentration is traceable to international
standards, as described below.

Homogeneity of the radon concentration in the internal volume is achieved using a small
fan that ensures concentration differences within the chamber are less than 3%. The air
tightness of the assembly is guaranteed by seals made of acrylic material with a low diffusion
coefficient for radon gas ensuring a leakage rate lower than 0.01 h−1 (Sainz et al 2018).

Radon concentration in the chamber is monitored using an Atmos 12 (Gammadata
Instruments AB), which is the LaRUC’s reference monitor traceable to the PTB (Physikalisch
Technische Bundesanstalt) in Germany. Environmental conditions, temperature and relative
humidity, are also recorded inside and outside the radon chamber.

2.2. Radon detectors

In addition to the Atmos 12 reference monitor, five different radon monitors were used in this
study: two Radon Scout (SARAD GmbH), hereinafter referred as RS1 and RS2, one Radon
Scout Home (SARAD GmbH) named RSH, a Canary (Airthings) and a Wave (Airthings),
referred as CAN and WAV respectively. Several etched track detectors, CR-39 (Radosys Ltd)
were used as well. Operation mode and features for each device are described below. All
monitors used in this study have been calibrated.

The Atmos 12 is based on pulsed ionisation-chamber technology and alpha spectrometry
to detect radon concentration. It has a measurement range 0–100 kBq m−3 and its sampling
method is a pump with 1 l min−1 airflow. The uncertainty associated with the measurement
performed by this device varies from 10% to 4% in the concentration range 100–1000 Bq m−3

with 1 h of integration time (Gammadata Instrument AB 2015). The one used for this study
was calibrated at the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM). The difference between the
SSM’s reference instrument, calibrated at PTB radon chamber using a radon standard, and the
Atmos 12 is less than 3%.

The detection system of the Radon Scout consists of a silicon detector in a chamber with
high voltage collection. Radon gas enters a chamber and decays, high voltage is applied and
radon daughters ionise and move towards the silicon detector surface that creates a pulse.
Then, using gross alpha detection, radon concentration is obtained. The sampling method is
by diffusion and the measurement range of this monitor is 0–2MBqm−3. The uncertainty
with 1 h of integration time for range 200–1000 Bq m−3 is reported in 20%–10% range by the
manufacturer (Sarad GmbH 2017). The prime use of this monitor is aimed at research or
professional measurements. RS1 and RS2 devices used for the study were calibrated by the
manufacturer just 2 months before the study started, using a reference instrument annually
recalibrated by the German federal office for radiation protection BfS (Bundesamt für
Strahlenschutz).

The Radon Scout Home is an instrument designed for general purpose long-term indoor
measurements of the radon concentration and its principle of operation for radon measure-
ments is a silicon detector and alpha spectroscopy. The measurement range of this monitor is
0–1MBqm−3 and the preset integration time is 4 h with a 15% uncertainty after 7 days of
measurements at 200 Bq m−3 (Sarad GmbH 2016).
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The Wave and Canary radon monitors are designed for the general public. Radon
sampling and detection method is the same for both, detection of radon is based on a passive
diffusion chamber with a silicon photodiode and alpha spectrometry. The measurement range
is 0–9999 Bq m−3 and after 7 days of measurements at 100 Bq m−3 the uncertainty of these
devices is quoted as lower than 20% (Airthings 2017a, 2017b).

CR-39 etched track detectors are composed of a diffusion container and a 100 mm2

plastic polymer placed inside, with an effective surface of 51.69 mm2. Alpha particles from
radon and its progeny decay strike the plastic leaving tracks that can be counted after etching
in a NaOH solution (Ali et al 2009, Gillmore et al 2017). The track density on the plastic
(obtained using a microscope with image analysis software) can be related to radon exposure
and radon concentration by using a conversion factor, given by the manufacturer and verified
by LaRUC. For calibration purposes the radon etched track detectors are exposed to a
reference atmosphere for a defined time duration. The LaRUC is accredited according to
UNE-EN ISO/IEC 17025 (2005) for integrated radon in air measurements with CR-39,
which implies rigorous quality control of the entire measurement process (UNE-EN ISO/IEC
17025 2005).

2.3. Experimental method

The radon concentration variation over time in a closed space, such as the chamber used in
this study, is described as the following exponential equation (Sainz et al 2016):

C t C
V

e 1 e , 1t t
0

f
l

= + -l l- -( ) ( ) ( )

where C(t) is radon concentration in Bq m−3 at time t (h), C0 (Bqm−3) is the initial radon
concentration, f (Bq h−1) is the radon emission rate from the source, V=1 m3 is the internal
volume of the chamber, λ=λRn+λe (h

−1), λRn=0.0076 h−1 is 222Rn decay constant and
λe is a constant that reflects the air exchange in the chamber per unit time, controlled with the
pump. λe can be derived from the pump flow rate F as λe=F/V.

The source chosen for this study, with a radon emission rate of (162±5) Bq h−1, was
placed at the bottom and radon monitors were set up on a bench inside the radon chamber. All
monitors were set to take readings every hour except for the RSH monitor (with a preset
sampling interval of 4 h). Measurements were started at the same time in order to minimise
extra temporal uncertainties due to differences between integration times.

The study was divided into different phases, initially the pump was set to extract air at
F=(0.9±0.1) l min−1 rate. A stable radon concentration of (2648±85) Bq m−3, here-
inafter referred as equilibrium radon concentration, measured by the Atmos 12 reference
monitor was reached after three days. Then, four CR-39 etched track detectors were placed in
the radon chamber through the openings on the lid.

One week after reaching the equilibrium radon concentration, the chamber was opened
and data from the monitors was downloaded. CR-39 etched track detectors were removed
from the chamber and analysed. The monitor CAN does not have a data memory function, so
the weekly and daily average concentrations were manually recorded during the week,
through a transparent cover on the chamber lid.

A few days after, the chamber was closed again using the same radon source but this time
without connecting the pump, therefore λe was negligible. Radon concentration increased for
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two days up to (6441±190) Bqm−3 and then, the extraction pump was set again to extract
air at (0.9±0.1) l min−1 rate, in order to reach the same radon equilibrium concentration as
the first week. Once again, it took three days to reach the equilibrium concentration of
(2648±85) Bq m−3 and after that the chamber remained closed for another week. Finally, it
was opened and all the data collected.

The theoretical curve of the radon concentration variation during the experiment cal-
culated from equation (1) is shown in figure 2. The different phases of the study are depicted,
grey shaded areas were intended to compare radon monitors measurement in equilibrium and
blue shaded area to assess response time.

2.4. Response time analysis

Different methods are proposed to quantify the response time of the radon monitors during
two time intervals, interval 1: increase of the radon concentration the second time the chamber
was closed and interval 2: the following decrease when the pump was set to extract air, which
corresponds to the blue shaded area in figure 2.

Method 1 suggested is to analyse the time that it takes for each monitor to reach a
percentage of the final reference radon concentration in a given time interval. Corresponding
time is obtained from the exponential fit (equation (1)) applied to each detector data set. Key
percentages proposed are 10%, 50% and 90%, chosen to be at the beginning, middle and end
of each time interval. Then, the time ratios between each monitor and Atmos 12 reference
monitor are calculated.

Figure 2. Plot of the theoretical radon concentration over time during the experiment in
the radon chamber, values for the radon emission rate of the source f, constant λ for
each period and initial concentration C0 are indicated.
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Methods 2 and 3 proposed are based on the analysis of the radon concentration relative
error (RE) from the Atmos 12 reference, obtained for each monitor as

C C

C
RE

monitor reference

reference
, 2i i

i
=

-( [ ] [ ])
[ ]

( )

where Ci is the radon concentration at time i.
Relative errors are obtained in three different ways, A: from the experimental radon

concentration data, B: from the smooth local regression (Loess) curve of the experimental
radon concentration data, using Loess regression to smoothen the experimental data series
with a 0.2 degree of smoothing (Cleveland et al 1992), and C: from the radon concentration
given by the exponential fit (equation (1)) applied to each experimental data set.

For method 2, response time is defined as the time it that takes for each detector to reach
a relative error within ±10%. It is assumed that in the ±10% relative error range there is no
significant difference between the measurement of the monitor and the Atmos 12 reference,
and fluctuations are not considered as significant.

Method 3 hypothesizes that two radon monitors are comparable when their relative errors
fluctuate around the zero. To this aim, this method compares the rescaled relative error data
distribution for each radon monitor with a normal distribution centred in 0 with standard
deviation equal to 1 using the statistical Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S) test (Conover 1971)
and considering progressively the different measurements. Response time is identified as the
time in which it is possible to reject the null hypothesis (same distribution) with a 95%
confidence level.

Finally, method 4 is based on changing the analysis from concentration to the time
corresponding to a given concentration. For each radon concentration data point, the
corresponding time is calculated by inverting the exponential function given by equation (1)
(see equation (3)) and using parameters C0, f and λ from the fit applied to Atmos 12 reference
data set

t
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When the time difference is lower than one, the measurement given by the monitor is
considered equivalent to the reference.

3. Results and discussion

The Atmos 12 was set as the benchmark to compare the rest of the detectors. Two period in
which radon concentration was stable, referred as equilibrium periods, have been considered
to evaluate the accuracy of the monitors. The Atmos 12 had an overall average radon
concentration in equilibrium of (2648±85) Bqm−3, considering first and second equili-
brium concentration periods. Theoretical radon concentration for equilibrium, obtained from
equation (1) based on the source radon generation rate and the air exchange set on the
chamber during the period under study, was estimated (2613±167) Bqm−3, which is in
good agreement with the Atmos 12 average value.
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Figure 3 shows the radon concentration over time recorded for each detector in the radon
chamber during the equilibrium concentration periods 1 and 2. Reference lines of ±10% and
±20% for the Atmos 12 reference average concentration are included in the figure. RSH
monitor displays fluctuation outside the ±20% as does the WAV in the beginning of the
period 1, after 24 h all other radon detectors fell within ±20%.

Table 1 summarises mean radon concentrations C for each detector with associated
uncertainties for equilibrium periods 1 and 2, corresponding to figures 3(a) and (b) respec-
tively. Uncertainties are obtained as the standard deviation of the data points during

Figure 3. Plot of the radon concentration over time recorded by the radon detectors in
the chamber during (a) radon concentration equilibrium period 1 and (b) equilibrium
period 2. Data are indicated by lines and symbols for the different detectors.
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equilibrium period, except for the CAN monitor. CAN monitor records daily and weekly
average concentrations and hence C presented in the table for each period is the weekly
average given by the monitor and the uncertainty associated is 20% according to the man-
ufacturer’s manual. Relative percentage difference C C C% 100 ref refd = ´ -( ) ( )/ from the
Atmos 12 reference for each period is also quantified (table 1).

Figure 4. Plot of the total mean radon concentration in the chamber for each radon
detector during equilibrium radon concentration periods, reference value given by
Atmos 12 is Cref=(2648±85) Bq m−3. Error bars show uncertainty associated with
mean values which is the standard deviation, except for the monitor CAN with a 20%
uncertainty.

Table 1. Mean radon concentration and relative percentage difference δ(%) from the
Atmos 12 reference equilibrium radon concentration in the chamber for equilibrium
periods 1 and 2. Uncertainty associated to mean concentration is the standard deviation,
except for the monitor CAN with an associated uncertainty of 20%.

Equilibrium period 1 Equilibrium period 2

Mean radon
concentration (Bq m−3) δ(%)

Mean radon
concentration (Bq m−3) δ(%)

Atmos 12 2615±73 2681±83
RS1 2696±198 +3% 2787±175 +4%
RS2 2664±172 +2% 2675±163 −0.2%
RSH 2512±393 −4% 2649±384 −1%
CAN 2348±470 −10% 2471±494 −8%
WAV 2383±198 −9% 2500±116 −7%
CR39 2757±187 +5% — —
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Differences between mean radon concentrations in each equilibrium period are not
significant. However, mean values appear slightly lower for period 1 compared to period 2
and this can be due to dependency on previous concentration, as concentration was increasing
from a lower value before period 1 while it was decreasing from a higher value before period
2. It is also noted that RSH, CAN and WAV monitors mean radon concentration is lower than
the reference value, whilst RS1 and RS2 monitors present higher mean values than the
reference, except for RS2 in period 2 with a percentage difference of −0.2%. Relative
percentage differences are found to be higher for CAN and WAV detectors and lower for RS1
and RS2 devices, which means that their measurements are more accurate.

The mean radon concentration obtained from the CR-39 etched track detectors placed in
the chamber during the first equilibrium period is (2757±187) Bqm−3, which is within 5%
of the mean radon concentration given by Atmos 12 reference detector in the equilibrium
period 1.

Figure 4 depicts the total mean radon concentration in the chamber for each radon
detector during equilibrium radon concentration periods. In accordance with results from
table 1, more accurate total mean radon concentrations are found for the RS1 and RS2
devices, followed by the RSH, WAV and CAN monitors. Looking at the measurements
dispersion given by the standard deviation in such equilibrium periods, RS1 and RS2 devices
and WAV have about 6%–7% dispersion and RSH monitor has 15% dispersion. As stated
above, CAN monitor dispersion is given by the 20% uncertainty indicated in the manual.

In this investigation the RS monitor is found to be the most accurate and sensitive radon
monitor relative to the reference Atmos 12 monitor with a 3% dispersion found for the
analysed equilibrium periods.

3.1. Response time analysis

To assess the response time of the radon monitors, variation of radon concentration was
analysed for two different time intervals, at interval 1: increase of the radon concentration
during 47 h from 0 to (6441±190) Bq m−3 and at interval 2: for 78 h the following
decrease down to (2648±85) Bq m−3. Figure 5 shows the radon concentration over time

Figure 5. Plot of the radon concentration over time recorded by the radon detectors in
the chamber during (a) interval 1 and (b) interval 2 selected to assess response time of
the radon monitors. Data are indicated with symbols for each detector, lines correspond
to the exponential fit of each data set and the theoretical radon concentration.
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recorded for each detector in the radon chamber during the described intervals 1 and 2. An
exponential fit of the theoretical exponential model (equation (1)) was applied to each data
set. CAN monitor measurements were not analysed here, as only a few data points were
recorded.

3.1.1. Method 1. Method 1 proposed to analyse response time considered three percentages
of the final concentration namely, 10%, 50% and 90%. The ratio between the Atmos 12
reference time to reach the percentages of the final concentration t10%, t50% and t90% and the
corresponding times for each radon monitor gives a qualitative and quantitative idea of the
response time, whereby a lower ratio means a slower response of the device. Table 2
summarises the times and ratios for each radon monitor.

From table 2 it is observed that as the radon concentration increases during interval 1,
measurements of the radon monitors tend to reach the same trend as the Atmos 12 reference,
except for the WAV which never reaches the final concentration during interval 1 (see
figure 5(a)). The ratios obtained for the analysed 50% and 90% of the final concentration are
higher than for the 10% of the final concentration. Also, for each percentage of the final
concentration case studied, RS1 and RS2 present the best response time followed by the RSH
and the WAV monitors. Results are similar for interval 2, ratios increase with the percentage
of the final concentration analysed, but the numbers obtained vary from interval 1 to interval
2. RS2 monitor presents the best response time for interval 2, RSH also presents a quick
response, but the ratio found for the 90% of the final concentration is higher than the unit
which means it is ahead the Atmos 12 reference, thus RSH monitor trend is different than the
reference.

Relative error of the radon concentration obtained from equation (2) for the three cases
considered, A: using the experimental radon concentration data, B: using the smooth Loess
curve of the experimental radon concentration data, and C: using radon concentration data
given by the exponential fit applied to each experimental data set, is shown in figure 6.

The benefit of this approach is that from RE it is possible to better observe and quantify
the zones where measurements of the different radon monitors are deviating from the
reference, rather than looking at the variation of radon concentration with time. Figure 6
reveals that in the beginning of both intervals studied, radon monitors do not follow the

Table 2. Time that it takes for each radon monitor to reach a 10%, 50% and 90% of the
final concentration t10%, t50% and t90% in hours and t tRatio reference monitor ,% %= [ ] [ ]/
for intervals 1 and 2 under study.

Interval t10% (h) Ratio t50% (h) Ratio t90% (h) Ratio

1 Atmos 12 4 1.00 21 1.00 41 1.00
RS1 6 0.67 22 0.95 41 1.00
RS2 6 0.67 22 0.95 41 1.00
RSH 7 0.57 25 0.84 45 0.91
WAV 10 0.40 35 0.60 >47 –

2 Atmos 12 2 1.00 11 1.00 42 1.00
RS1 5 0.40 15 0.73 50 0.84
RS2 4 0.50 13 0.85 42 1.00
RSH 4 0.50 13 0.85 35 1.20
WAV – – 16 0.69 45 0.93
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increase/decrease trend of the Atmos 12 reference monitor. After some time, monitors’ trends
reach the Atmos 12 reference and then the relative error fluctuates around the zero. Also, it is
observed from figure 6 that for case C, in which RE is obtained from the data of the fitted
curves, the fluctuation of the measurements is reduced artificially, while for case B the
smoothed data seems reasonable.

3.1.2. Method 2. Results for method 2 to analyse response time are presented in table 3.
Response time is defined in this method as the time that it takes for each detector to reach a

Figure 6. Plot of the radon concentration relative error over time during intervals (1)
[LHS] and (2) [RHS] obtained for cases A: from experimental data, B: from smoothed
Loess curve of the experimental data and C: from exponential fit applied to the
experimental data. Data are indicated with lines for each detector.
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relative error within ±10%. During interval 1, results obtained for the three cases considered
are in good agreement and the best response time is found for RS1 monitor followed by RS2,
RSH and WAV monitor. The WAV monitor does not reach the Atmos 12 reference trend

Table 3. Time that it takes for each radon monitor to reach a relative error lower than
10% RE, for interval 1 and 2 under study. Three cases are presented, A: relative error
obtained from the experimental data, B: relative error obtained from the smoothed
Loess curve of the experimental radon concentration data, and C: relative error
obtained from the radon concentration given by the exponential fit.

t (h), interval 1 t (h), interval 2

A B C A B C

RS1 11 11 10 22 19 16
RS2 14 13 13 12 10 <0
RSH 26 26 29 6 4 3
WAV >47 >47 >47 28 27 26

Table 4. Time from which the relative error data distribution for each radon monitor
cannot be considered different from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard
deviation 1, with a 95% confidence level, for interval 1 and 2 under study. Three cases
are presented, A: relative error obtained from the experimental data, B: relative error
obtained from the smoothed Loess curve of the experimental radon concentration data,
and C: relative error obtained from the radon concentration given by the exponential fit.

t (h), interval 1 t (h), interval 2

A B C A B C

RS1 6a 9a 10a 26 3 —

RS2 9 18a 22a 3 32 —

RSH 9–12 — >47 0 — —

WAV >47 >47 >47 47 >78 —

a
Indicates cases where differences with the normal distribution (mean=0, SD=1) are

encountered after the time presented.

Table 5. Times when measurements given by each radon monitor cannot be considered
different from the Atmos 12 reference, for interval 1 and 2 under study. (Criteria:
working in the time space of analysis, difference between a monitor data point and the
Atmos 12 reference lower than the unit.)

t (h), interval 1 t (h), interval 2

RS1 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 21, 22, 24, 26, 29, 35, 36, 39,
41, 43, 44

18, 24, 33, 46

RS2 21, 22, 24, 26, 30, 32, 39, 42 13, 14, 15, 21, 37,
50, 57

RSH 9, 37 14
WAV 1 7
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during interval 1. The results obtained for interval 2 show response times varying for cases A,
B and C, and they do not agree with results for interval 1. The best response time during
interval 2 is found for RSH monitor, followed by RS2, RS1 and finally the WAV monitor.

3.1.3. Method 3. Method 3 is based on the comparison of relative error data distributions for
each radon monitor (figure 6) with a normal distribution with mean zero and standard
deviation 1 by means of the statistical K–S test. Different data distributions (e.g. RSH relative
error data set considering times from 5 to 47 h, RSH relative error data set considering times
from 6 to 47 h, etc) are tested to find the time from which we cannot reject the null hypothesis,
i.e. both distributions cannot be considered as different with a 95% confidence level.
Resulting times are summarised in table 4, those times marked with a superscript denote the
cases in which, after the time presented, differences with the normal distribution (mean=0,
SD=1) are encountered.

Contrary to expectations, this method does not provide relevant results. Consistent values
are not obtained due to the great variability of experimental and smoothed data. Besides, K–S
test are not sensitive for case C (relative error obtained from the radon concentration given by
the exponential fit) considered in interval 2.

3.1.4. Method 4. Method 4 consists of changing the analysis from concentration to time, and
then comparing times with the Atmos 12 reference. When the time difference between a
monitor data point and the Atmos 12 reference is lower than the unit, we establish that the
measurement given by the monitor cannot be considered different from the reference. Table 5
shows an overview of the times when measurements given by each radon monitor are
equivalent to the reference.

It is observed from table 5 that RS1 and RS2 monitors present a higher number of times
in which measurements can be considered equivalent to the reference, while for RSH and
WAV monitors this happens just in one or two occasions. This means, that RS1 and RS2
monitors have a better time response. Now, if we look at the first time when the RS1 and RS2
satisfy the criterion established, for interval 1 the RS1 monitor has the best response time and
for interval 2 is the RS2 monitor.

Similar results are found for methods 1 and 2, resulting RS1 and RS2 monitors the
ones with the best response time, followed by the RSH and the WAV monitors. These
methods work well for both time intervals analysed, although for interval 1 results are
better because the increase of the radon concentration is similar to a linear trend while this
does not happen for interval 2. Method 3 can be highlighted as the least sensitive for this
study, and finally method 4 shows results in good agreement with the results obtained for
methods 1 and 2.

4. Conclusions

A comparison between continuous radon monitors was conducted in a radon chamber in a
controlled radon atmosphere. The equation that describes radon concentration variation over
time in a closed space was used to check radon behaviour in the chamber during the study,
with the reference radon concentration given by the Atmos 12 monitor.

Features, operation mode and purposes are different for each radon monitor, but all of
them should satisfy minimum requirements. From the radon monitors tested, RSH, CAN and
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WAV are aimed at the general public for house testing while RS1 and RS2 devices are
intended for research or diagnostic measurements, and Atmos 12 is a reference monitor which
must provide highly reliable and accurate measurements. Due to the nature of their appli-
cations, general purpose radon detectors are not expected to have the same level of accuracy,
sensitivity and response time.

The methodology used to benchmark radon monitors was by comparing mean radon
concentration in the chamber during equilibrium radon concentration periods. This ensures
the radon concentration fluctuations are minimised and measurement dispersion intrinsic to
each detector is evident. Also, the equilibrium radon concentration value was chosen to be in
the order of 2 kBq m−3 to reduce statistical fluctuation in the measurements caused by the
random nature of radioactivity.

Derived from the results analysis during radon equilibrium concentration periods, the RS
monitor is the most accurate when compared to the reference monitor Atmos 12. Mean values
for all detectors fell within the ±10% from Atmos 12 reference, but RSH monitor gives a
mean value more accurate than WAV and CAN monitors, that underestimate the reference
mean radon concentration up to 9%. Considering measurements dispersion, WAV is more
sensitive than RSH and CAN monitors.

The analysis of the radon monitors’ response time was approached with four different
methods. First and simplest one was analysing the time that takes for a monitor to reach a
percentage of the final radon concentration during a given interval where variation of radon
concentration is known. This method is very easy to implement and it can be applied to
different arbitrary concentration steps, but it does not evaluate possible discrepancies in
between steps.

The second and third methods were based on the analysis of the relative error from the
Atmos 12 reference radon concentration. For method 2, response time was defined as the
time when relative error was within the ±10% for each radon monitor. While method 3
compared statistically relative error distributions with a normal distribution with mean 0
and standard deviation 1, defining response time as the time when both distributions cannot
be considered different. Method 2 evaluates time differences continuously, unlike method
1, and it presents good results for RE obtained from experimental and smoothed data.
However, in the case of RE obtained from data fitted to an exponential equation, the fitting
function is averaging out the fluctuations in the data giving unrealistic results. Method 3 is
based on the same principle as method 2, but results provided for the particular cases
studied are not relevant.

Finally, method 4 consisted in changing analysis from concentration to time and then
comparing times with the Atmos 12 reference. This method uses a different way of quantifying
response time, based on the frequency of the times where measurements match the reference.

The different approaches show similar results, only method 3 proposed is not suitable for
the particular study analysed here, and the slowest response time in any case is found for the
WAV monitor and the best for RS1 and RS2 monitors.

To summarise, a range of detectors that are commercially available were analysed and
based on the analysis, we can conclude that the choice of a radon detector should depend on
the accuracy and response time required for the application needed.

Using the criteria of 10% of the reference monitor, all monitors tested are appropriate for
long-term measurements. However, if time-varying concentrations are of interest, RS
monitors present a better response time.
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The principle of operation for all monitors tested is very similar, based on a passive
chamber with a Si detector, HV collection and alpha spectrometry. Therefore, it may be
conclude that the variation in performance in term of accuracy and response time is related to
a variety in design features including electronics and spectrometry technique.
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